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After Anna

The FFallen
allen

Marrying a wonderful woman after years of
loneliness and single fatherhood, John finds his
newfound happiness turned upside-down by the
arrival of his beautiful sociopath teen daughter.

Visiting a friend's family home in an
economically troubled western Pennsylvania
community, Amos Decker, a detective with an
uncanny eidetic memory, spots suspicious lights
and discovers two dead bodies with no clear
indication of how either victim died.

by Lisa Scottoline

Twenty-One Day
Dayss
by Anne Perry

Daniel Pitt, the young lawyer son of London's
Special Branch investigation team Thomas Pitt,
puts himself at odds with his father as he races
against time to save his client, an arrogant
biographer, from execution. By the best-selling
author of the William Monk series.

The 17th Suspect
by James Patterson

A series of shootings in San Francisco and a tip
from a reluctant confidential informant lead
Sergeant Lindsay Boxer to uncover disturbing
activities within the police department itself, a
situation that is further complicated by
Lindsay's worsening medical problems.

by David Baldacci

Shoot first : (think later)
by Stuart Woods

New York City cop turned Manhattan law firm
rainmaker Stone Barrington navigates a case that
becomes so scandalous that it tests the limits of
his skills and credibility. By the Edgar Awardwinning author of Chiefs

Twisted Prey

by John Sandford

Federal marshal Lucas Davenport confronts an
old nemesis in U.S. senator Taryn Grant, a rich
psychopath who he has resolved to bring to
justice for her role in three murders that he
cannot prove.

Bachelor girl

Then she w
was
as gone : a nov
novel
el

Inspired by the true story of Yankees owner
Jacob Ruppert and his mysterious 1939 bequest
traces how a Jazz Age millionaire takes his
personal secretary and a young actress under his
wing and oversees their growing love for each
other.

Struggling to put her life back together a decade
after her beloved teen daughter's disappearance,
a divorced woman bonds with a charming single
father whose young child eerily resembles the
woman's own lost daughter and who compels a
wrenching search for answers.

by Kim van Alkemade

The cast : a nov
novel
el
by Danielle Steel

#1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle
Steel follows a talented and creative woman as
she launches her first television series, helping to
recruit an unforgettable cast that will bring a
dramatic family saga to the screen.

by Lisa Jewell

The crooked staircase : a Jane Hawk
nov
novel
el
by Dean R. Koontz

Jane Hawk--who dazzled readers in The Silent
Corner and The Whispering Room--faces the
fight of her life, against the threat of a lifetime in
this electrifying new thriller by #1 New York
Times bestselling suspense master Dean Koontz.

